
Week 7 Algebra Virtual Notebook  2022-10-18

● Virtual notebooks are graded on completeness, correct responses, and 
work shown (if necessary) taken from the context of the articles you read or 
recordings you watch. 

● NO CREDIT will be given for answers that are from other internet sources.
● Each page to be filled out has a link at the top left of the page that takes 

you to the resource to be used for notes.
● Virtual Notebooks are designed for you to fill out as you watch/read the 

lesson. This will help you retain the information you are learning in each 
lesson (it is basically guided notes!)

● Learning in context is the best way for you to learn and do well on your 
assignments.

● You may submit in many different ways! Just please cover all material that is 
listed in this notebook.

AUSTIN HORNER





Class example





Just learned 
that 
Sketch-toy
Lets you 
practice 
drawing, 
trace, 
animate, and 
share

Sketchtoy featured 
example

I’m 
thinking of 
a math 
problem





Class example. 





MyTunes cost (M)  = ($0.89) x  (d: number of downloaded songs)

M = 0.89d

SongIFY cost (S) = ($10 membership fee) + ($ 0.49) x (d: number of downloaded songs)

S = 10 + 0.49d

Assuming that the $10 is an annual SongIFY membership fee, or one time only, when is the cost of MyTunes the same as SongIFY?

M = S

0.89d              =   10    +   0.49d

               -10   = -10

----------------------------  subtract 10 from both sides

  0.89d - 10     =                    0.49d

- 0.49d  + 10         +10       - 0.49d

----------------------------- add ten, subtract 0.49d from both sides

My notes from interesting 
problem on test last week



0.40d            =          10

 

 multiply both sides by 100

(100)(0.40d)    =        (100)(10)

 

40d                  =        1000

 

divide both sides by 40

d = 1000/40 = 25

 

SOLUTION:  25 downloaded songs makes the cost of Songify equal MyTunes.

At first, MyTunes is cheaper, with no up-front cost and $0.89 charged per song. 

SongIFY costs $10 up front, but the cost per song, $0.49 is cheaper.

At 25 downloaded songs, the costs are equal: 

MyTunes: 25(0.89) = 22.25. 

Songify = 10 + 0.49(25) = 22.25

but after 25 downloaded songs, SongIFY costs less than MyTunes.



MYTUNES

SONGIFY
Lower price
after 25 
songs

MyTunes, 0 
membership 
fee, 0.89/song

SONGIFY 
$10 fee +
0.49/song

Y intercept  
$10 fee + 
price per 
song



Literal Equation Has numbers, variables, and symbols. We have to solve for the variable or one of the 
symbols. The answer is not a number; it’s a mix of numbers and variables, such as y 
= mx + b which is the slope, intercept form of a linear equation.

How to solve a literal 
equation.

1. Identify the variable
2. Isolate the variable:
3. Add / subtract to eliminate other terms
4. Multiply / divide to eliminate coefficients

Explain (or show) the 
steps you would take 
to solve 

20 = 8x + 4y for y

(please see next slide)

From: W07 Videos Before Class (Mon)

Upload screenshot of 
work here

Upload screenshot of 
work here

Upload screenshot of 
work here

https://edpuzzle.com/media/6345daa610436d4136f64387


Class video



V = Bh

Class video 2022-10-18

Triangle

Volume = base x 
height

Perimeter rectangleArea circle

I = Prt

C = π D

Simple Interest

FORMULAS

D = vt



V = Bh

Class video 2022-10-18

Triangle

Volume = base x 
height

Perimeter rectangleArea circle

I = Prt

C = π D

Simple Interest

FORMULAS

D = vt

Ck 12



V = Bh

Class video 2022-10-18

POINT SLOPE FORM

SLOPE - INTERCEPT 
FORM



Literal Equation Has numbers, variables, and symbols. We have to solve for the variable or one of the 
symbols. The answer is not a number; it’s a mix of numbers and variables, such as y 
= mx + b which is the slope, intercept form of a linear equation.

How to solve a literal 
equation.

1. Identify the variable
2. Isolate the variable:
3. Add / subtract to eliminate other terms
4. Multiply / divide to eliminate coefficients

Explain (or show) the 
steps you would take 
to solve 

20 = 8x + 4y for y

From: W07 Videos Before Class (Mon)

Literal Equation Has numbers, variables, and symbols. We have to solve for the variable or one of the 
symbols. The answer is not a number; it’s a mix of numbers and variables, such as y 
= mx + b which is the slope, intercept form of a linear equation.

How to solve a literal 
equation.

1. Identify the variable
2. Isolate the variable:
3. Add / subtract to eliminate other terms
4. Multiply / divide to eliminate coefficients

Explain (or show) the 
steps you would take 
to solve 

20 = 8x + 4y for y

1. Identify variable: y
2. Isolate y.  Subtract 8x from both sides
3. 20 - 8x = 4y.  Divide both sides by 4
4. y = (20 - 8x)/4

https://edpuzzle.com/media/6345daa610436d4136f64387


What is a formula? A = 𝛑 r2 

Is the formula for the area of a circle

Explain, in your own 
words, how a formula 
is different than a literal 
equation. Use full 
sentences.

A formula is a literal equation for a particular purpose. Both specify the relationship 
between various parameters, variables, constants, and coefficients.

From W07 Rearranging Formulas (Video)

Click and drag the following 
steps in order to solve the 

formula for h. 

1

2

3

4

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hG4pq5Of5Ncwh0kqBJrRkTuh31ssAxh9/view?usp=sharing



